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The January 16th Meeting of the Atlanta
Astronomy Club at

Emory University at 8:00 pm
This month's speaker will be Fernbank's own

Ed Albin. He will be discussing Origin of Tektites,
including Georgia's large collection of them.

The December meeting at the Fernbank
Planetariun

The Atlanta Astronomy club ended the year
with a bang with a visit to the Fernbank
Planetarium. This specihl holiday show entitled
"Christmas Around the World" searched for tle true
year of Christ's birth and explained how celebrations
in nther' .nunfrres Fvervnne whn rrended eninwed

the program! Thanks Fernbank!

Art's Book Reviews!

By Art Russell
"Stars", by James B. Kaler, New York: Scientifc

American Library, 1992.
Discovery, understanding birt\ death, and

the Sun's place in tle universe. All this and more are
eloquently presented in Kalefs "Stars". This book is
not for the faint of heart. At the same time, it is
not overly deep and most readers with a college
education or moderatE awareness of current
trends in astophysics or the reports of "Sky and
Telescope", or perhaps, "Astronorny"
magazines, should have little difficulty following
the autlor's descriptions of tie various aspects
of the life of a star. However, I am not sure it
could be recommended for that precocious 9
year-old nephew unless you are willing to accept
that he will not understand it all. Be scared if he
does?

Kaler approaches his subject in a studied
mitnner over the course of seven chapters,
patiently building a base of understanding before
proceeding to the next subject. In 5q d6ing, he
takes the reader from man's earliest musings
about the stars, through the development of
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our understanding our own star, and finally
provides a picture of our place in the universe
which is so dependent upon the Sun. Il that
procesfi, he shows us that the Sun is a rather
pedestrian middle-aged star, neither too small, nor
too spectacular. He also leads the reader to an
understanding of the necessary interaction
between dark and bright nebulae and stellar
evolution, the interstellar medium and the
structure of our own galaxy, Along the way he
visits the question ofan open or closed universe, as
well as briefly addressing the possibility of life.

The author provided a valuable service in
bringing many of the then (1992) current research
trends togettrer in a book accessible to the advanced
layman. However, the text is already becoming
dated in the recent discovories of planetary systems.
Nevertheless, it remains a compelling read and one
difficult to put down once you pick it up. Add it to
your library if you do not already have your own
copy.



"The Case for Mars" by Robert Zubrin and
Richard Wagner, Torchstone Books, New York,

1997.
I can still remember that fatefi.rl day almost

10 years ago when President Bush announced the
Space Exploration Initiative, echoing the initiative
of anotler generation, and called for tbe United
States to place a man on Mars in 10 years. Noq
with the millennium drawing near, the fint manned
mission to Mars has left Earth orbit for the half
year voyage to the Red Plaaet. What will we find
once we arrive? We will certainly discover the
presence of life, Martians! However, in that process
we will discover tle Martians look suspiciously like
us. That is of course because with our arrival, we will
establish the firs foothold in the next home of
6ankind, Mars. In so doing we become the
Ma*ians of myth, and B grade movie fame. Except
for one small problem... President Bush called for
the man to Mars program to be accomplished in 3 0
years. NASA determined that the program could
succeed on a palty sum, a mere $450 Billion dollars.
Needless to say, Congress choked and the program
died a quiet death

HowEver. all is not lost. Robert Zubin and
Richard Waper detail in "The Case For Mars" how
instead of building floating oities in space and fleets
of 'tsattlesinr Galactica" ciass'interplanetar-5
spaceships with which to conquer the Red Planet.
our nation could, in a short 10 year period using
existing tecbnologies, begin tle exploration and
colonization of Mars!

Intrigued? Read on. Zubrin proposed the 10
year scenario in reaction to the impossibilities of a
Mars mission envisioned by the entrenched NASA
bureaucrats and program special interest groups
protecting their turf. In so doing, he reclaims the
heritage of the Apollo program that, like his
concept entitled "Mars Direct", first proposed
putting a man on tle Moon in 10 tears, and in ttris
case did it. Zubrin argues convincingly tlat using
existing technologies, Man can take the next logical
step, not to yield to the siren song of establishing a
Lunar presence, but rath€r, establishing man's
presence on Mars, in 10 years time, without massive
amounts of moaey. More importantly, Zubrin's
argumont not only provides many of the details of
how to achieve this worthy goal, but also points out
Why we, the United States of Americ4 must take
this project on as a national goal. It is a goal worthy
of our national interest. True. it will b€ difficult to
achieve, but then again, as we well know, nothing
worth accomplishing ever comes cheaply. However,
at $5 Billion dollars to Mars, the price is well within
our nationrs capabilities. In the process of achieving
that goal, new technologies will be developed, the

money for the project will largely be spent in the
United States stimulating tle production of new
high-technology jobs, and the nation will once again
see its firture in tle heavens as we open up a new
frontier for mankind.

Bredley Notes
by Chris De Pree

Bradley Observatory, Agnes Scott College
Happy New Year from the Bradley

Observatory! lt's been a quiet month up herc on the
hill. The students have all gone home and will not
return until the end of the month when classes
resnme on Jantary 22. As usual, there is no January
Open House planned, and the lectue series will
resume on February 6, 1998 at 8 PM with a lecture
entitled "A New Window on the Universe: Recent
Results from the Hubble Space Telescope." Open
Houses have been very well-attended this fall. At our
December Open House a student aide lost count at
120 guests!

I waot to thank Philip Sacco and "Smitty"
Smith for bringing their telescopes to share with the
visitors. The early December planetary display was a
big hit and we had wonderful we alher for the
viewing. Thanks also to Tom Crowley and several
other AAC members who helped visitors to use the
C8 telescopes tlat rv€ had out on &e observation
deck.

We have taken delivery of one of tle two
MoEF-t*txs0leiescopes ar'ong with a Magellar
system. The Physical Plant is hard at work
fabricating a roll-away cover for the 14" Celestron
telescope that the BecPs return displaced. These
two systems should be in place for observing by the
start of classes.

One otler bit of news: this month we will
welcome Anita Kern, astronomer at ttre Fembank
Science Center to our teaching faculty. She will be
teaching the introductory Astronomy 120 course
this spring, which will allow me to continue teaching
one physics course. She is a former Agnes Scott
College student, and we are all delighted that she will
be teaching here at the Observatory in 1998.

Wishing all of you the best in 1998.

surfing the net.
montl's topic.

The Web Astronomer
by Gil Shillcutt

Web-a-Nova

No. tle title for this month's
installment has nothing to do with
my computer blowing up while

Rather. its to introduce this
Suggested by Keith Bums, there



appears to be some interest in Supemova remnants
and supernovae themselves.

Supemovae are alnost certainly amongst the
most dramatic displays that nature supplies.
Imagine a star at the end of its life, struggling to
overcome the inevitable pull of gravity with its last
breath of fusible mattrial (iron is the heaviest
element tlat can be created in a star, outside of a
supernova explosion). At tie same time that the
star is blowing off its outer layers, where helium and
hydrogen are still being bumed, the core succumbs to
the enormous gravitational pressure and collapses.
In seconds, the core implodes to the point where the
degeneracy pressure of neutrons is reached. The
collapse is abruptly halted, and as the in-rushing
materials from the star's middle layers crash into
this "bounced" core, tley are violently expelled into
space. The resulting radiation is as brilliant as an
entire galaxy, and the remnant materials tlrown
into space seed tle interstollar medium with gas a1d
dust for the next generation of stars.

This is our primary notion of what
supernovae are. But, as I searched the web on tlis
topic, I discovered ttrat several different types of
supernovae occut. The Royal Greenwich
Observatory, located at http://www.ast,cam,ac
.uk/RGO/ has a section that is devoted to providing
information about astronomical objects. By
following the "Links to Public Information", you'll
H see a link to "Astronomical Information
ffi L"ufl"t. from RCO". This "Leaflets"
ffi section has concise descriptions of
- astronomical objects and effects, amongst

them, supernovae. In tlis section, I discovered that
the type of supernova that I thought of as being the
primary type of supemova is what is called a
supemova. A t}?e I
supernova, as
differentiated from a
type tr, is formed from
ttre evolution of a
binary star, and involves mass transfer from one star
to another, As it tums out, contrary to my
previously held beliel type I supemovae are brighter
and more cornmon than plain 'ol type II
supernovae.

The Supernovae Research Crroup of the
University of Texas Astronomy Department, at
http://tycho.as.utexas.edu/SN/sn.html discusses
how supernovae are being us€d in current
cosmological research. Amongst ttre discussions'presented, 

the link pointing to "tleoretical
research" takes the surfer to a page that delineates
the types of research that are being conducted on
tle mechanics of type Ia supernovae explosions.
Interestingly enough, type I supernovae are further
classified into several different types as well. These
pages are relatively technical, and discuss computer

modeling of supemovae interactions with
themselves, the interstellar medium, and stellax core
collapse events.

Perhaps the most comprehensive source for
current information about supemovae is the
"Supemova and Supernova Remnant Pages on the
WWW" by Marcos J. Montes. This page, located at
http://cssa.stanford.edu/-marcos/sne.htnl, provides
such information as descriptions of acknowledged
types of supernovae, the distinguishing
characteristics of each, and their progenitor stellar
systems. Of particular interest is Mr. Montes' page
on Supernova Taxonomn where tie various t;pes
of supernova and their progenitor systems are linked
via a chart. The most interesting fact ttrat I came
away with is that much tlat we "know" about
supernovae aud their production is that its all
theory, But, of course it is, as who's ever seen a
supernova up close?

For ttrose that wish to take a more active role
in understanding supernovae, a character on the vrcb
representing himself as 'lvlr. Galaxy'' (AKA Wayne
P. Johnson) has a site at http://www.chapman.edu/oca
/beneVmrgalaxy.htu. The "Mr. Galaxy's Supernovae"
site has a pointer to a page for "STnSEARCH - The
$.I Search & Follow-up Group". On this page, you'll

find that you can participate
in a group that hunts
supemovae, and provides
instructional and follow-up
services for supemovae
huoters.

Finally, just tlis one
thought. I generally like to start the new year with
a bang and I couldn't think of anything more
appropriate for an article than supemovae - the
biggest bang there is. Have a happy New Year,
AAC!

The Fine Art of Drawing Nebulae
by Richard JaHeI

While doing rcsearch, I love spending time browsing
tbrough mid to late 19th century astronomical joumals.
They arc often full of plates of various deep-sky objects.
Some ae done so well tbat its easy to rccognize the object
wilhout referdng to the accompanying text. William
Parsons' (I-ord Rosse) drawings ofsprial nebulae, Lxsell' s
sketches of the Orion Nebula and Trouvelot's illustrations
ofglobular clusters re beautifirl and timeless. How did they
execule such exquisite deep-slry vistas? As the old saying
goes, it really isn't as hanl as it looks.

Drawing is form of self expression as the mind eye
and hand work together to produce a record of the visual
impression. Ifyou carefirlly examine these old plat€s, its not
difficult to sense, even fel what that particular observer
experienced as he executed the dnwing. Thougb
astrophotography and CCD imaging are now the media cf
choice fc the accurate recording of details, drawing is still
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the best means to record the visual impressions of the
observer. Unlike other forms ofastro_imeging, drawing is m
inexpensive meatrs to make a permanent record of your
observations. As you execute a drawing you will also refu
your skills as an obsqver. The process isn't instantaneous,
ratler you must spend time focused on a particular object.
Some objects may r€quire only a ftw minutes, while a large,
complex nebula like Ml7 may take one or two hours d
telescope time.

Tools of the Trude
One of the most important steps in asaonomical

sketching is making a good field drawing. Field drawings
are "rough" sketches of the object made while observing.
Making a black on while, or 'hegative" drawing is by fr
the easiest kind, It n€ed trot be a 'lnasterpiece" but ralher e
accurate record of what you saw. You'll make notes on
them, and sketch out the fine details. After rvards, you ca
make the finished drawing at home.

To make a good field drawing you'll need the
following equipment pap€r, clipboand, red flashlight
(variable intensity g,efrned), pencils and a good eraser. The
paper should be a clean, unlined, white, medium weight
vfiiety. I often use good copy paper ftr my field work.
Spiral bound sketchpads are also an excellent means to keqr
your field work together in one place.

The eraser is your "tiend'. You can acoally drarv
with an eraser, and make fine details including mottling d
nebulae or dark lanes in galaxies. By fo the best khd d
eras€r are the so& pliable gumrny varieties found in ryt
stores. Costing less than one dollr, they cm be molded
like putty into almost atry fcm you wish. I often fcrm a

pim and "dm*" (aasel) in delicate detailr. Try to c',o;iC
using erasers on the end ofa number 2 pencil. They have
harsh abrasives and can desboy the texture of the pryer if
used too liberally.

When it comes to pencils, not all ae created equally.
You will quickly find out ttat a lvo. 2 pencil is 'OK', but
to get a goo4 solid "blacts' you will need either layout or
cbarcoal pencils. This isn't critical fc making field
drawings, but for good finished asto{rawings you will
need the fl:Il range ofvaftres tbat these pencils can pmvide.

Learning Yalaes and the Art of Smudging
Most people when they begin to draw a€ often

concemed about the technical and aesthetic aspects. Fine
details requires practice in observing skills, but what about
that delicate nebulous look? To make good nebulae, you'll
need to leam two important skills: estimating values nd
smudging-

"Values" are nothing more than intensity levels d
color or gray. Since deep-slry objecs generally don't
display interse coloration, we will conc€ntate on the gray
scale. Wlile we ce distinguish millions of colors,, most d
us will have touble disceming more than 40 gray levels.
With that in min4 dnwing even l0 diff€rtnt gray values
can b€ tricky. You cm practice by making a value scale d
ten equal gradations. Take a straight edge and make two
parallel lines about 5-inches long. Connect them to form a
bar, and sub-divide into ten equal parts. Now make a value
scale starting tom pure 'white" and ending in pitch bla*
in "equal" and increasing intensity. This sounds easy, but
it can be quite the challenge the first ftw times.

Once you've master€d the value scale, try your baod
at smudging. Snudeing is €asy to do - ever bnuh your
hand accidentally across your drawing? There ar two main
tecbni$res that arc used. The fint requires nothing morr
sophisticated tban the tip ofyour finger. The otLer uses a
"blending stump", a cloth{overed pencil that cm be fcrund
in a variety ofsizes at any art suppli€s store. The results ae
similar, but not quite the same. The finger method produces
a coaner, morc mottled smudge thatr what is accoqlished
with a blending stump. For very fif,e details, the blending
shlmp reigns supr€me.

Smudsing should be a gradual process and it's best
not to start ou! rtith lao aurh graphite cr charcoal. Iastead
slow$ Dnr'ld the image much like taking a time exposru€.
Hold your pencil at a shrllqn' anglg atrd move in a gende
cirrular motion. IIad, dense lines don't smudge or €f,ase
very well. Using a blending stump, start working the media
to g€t that nebulous appermce. Add anolher layer with
your pencil, and continue with rnore smudging. With time
and practice, you cm achieve a "3-D' look, When you bave
spar€ time, try to exp€riment with smudging tecbniques in
conc€f,t with an eraser. Don't be a$aid to copy galaxies md

Please Welcome These New Meinbers!

Johnathan & Cory
Rozanne

770-5tE-7 406

Mark Hunt 770-985-575r aurileus(aaol.com
Chris Janke 770-496-t099 chris.ianke@coca-cola.com
Anthonv Johnson 770-781-3677 n1 145i@mindsorins-com
Steohen H. Laffertv 770-664-6192 steve(aJesoft.com
Steohen Schindler 770-992-7638 scs3@cdc.aov
Bob Drake 770-399-9684
Chris Mucha 770-235-9366 Muchal@aol.com
David Wlite 770-754-9668 gongiu@mindspring.com
Bobby Martin 770-393-8630 bobbvm@mindsprins.com
Kasia Zabinski
Richard & Diana Beall 170-723-r87r
Joseph M. Morris, Jr. 770-946-9314 lmolTrs-

n4eu@Dostoffice.worldnet.att.net
Eddie Neal 404-87 4-777 4 enealAintellimedia.com
Georse A. Wvnne 770-422.2577 sawynne@mindsDrins.com



nebulae from various photographs or even design a few d
your own. Practice can only irnprove your drawing skills.

While leamhg to sketch, ha€'s a ftw helpfirl tips:
1) keep your fingen dry snd grease ftee, 2) don't mix
blending stumps; i.e.: keep the white asd black charcoal
separate, and 3) "fix" your drawings with a flxative. You
don't want the smudging to "continue" after you're done!

Fiekl Skdch Preparations
Once you have gath€red tog€tier your supplies and

practiced basic skills, its now time foa few preparations.
First, I generally advise choosing a target that's not too
large or intricate. Far too often, novice astso-sketchers take
on a-n object which is fu too difficuh for their skill level.
Good examples of challenging targets are Ml7, M42, The
Veil, M3l md M33. All of these re either too large,
sfiucturally complex or lie in dense star fields. Save these
objects fcr later after you have honed your skills.

Now its time to chose some inter€sting targets, ed
make some field sketches. Mar* of an aea on each sheet d
pap€r for your object. Some observe$ like to use dmr
circles several inches in diameter to represeot the e)€piece
field of view (fov). However, some objects overflow the
"normal" fov, and may stretch across several eyepiece fields,
ln contrast, many planetary oebulae are very small and nay
get "lost" in a largp circle that repr€s€nts the entire fov d
thx eyepiece, Be flaible. Choose an rea on your pe€r that
\a.ill best frme that particular object.

Afferyou have marked offthe aea to be used fc the
drawing leave some space fcn.technical information. You
will want to include rhe object designation (i.e. NGC 891),
the date, telescope used magnification or eyepieces, filters
(ifany), object magnitude/sizes and so on. I often include a
short \vritten dessiption plus interesting notes that might
be usefirl when I bansfer the drawing into my permanent
sketchbook

Time lo Solo!
You a€ now at th€ telescope and have c€ntered a nice

galaxy in the eyepiece. You are "chomping at the bit",
ready to make a drawing. But don't rush into it, take some
time and arren€ the galdry. Note how the brighter stars a€
arranged around the object; draw these in first. They will
serye as a *frame" and points of reftrtne for your drawing.
Next" Iightly sketch h the outlines of the galaxy, and note
other details such as dust lanes, mottling and the brighhess
ofthe core. Try not to be in{lueaced by any bias - only drar
in the details you can see. Now using your pencil, lay down
a thin layer of graphite, Start smudging the area and
continue to build the lmage with more gra.phite rmtil you
reach a desired "density". Itrer€'s where your enu€r comes
into play. Roll one end into a point, and use it to "drad'
dust lanes, knots and mottling textures. You will find these
t€cbniques us€firl fc every type ofdee?-slry object.

Ifa deep-sky object is particulady conplo<, donl be
afraid to add notes or draw in add€d details on field drawing.
Sometines the starfields can be incredibly complex. Ifthey
get to be overwhelming, donl get firstrated by positioning
evqJ, stan Star cbarting software like and Thesky
can be marvelous labor saving devices. Generate a star cbat
ofthe are4 and sketch in only the nebula. And lastly, this
isn't supposed to be a "masterpiece", accuracy is more
imfortant. Save your best afiistic eforb for the ffnnl copy o[
your drawing.

The Finale
After a long night of deep-sky drawing, you rnay

wish to tansfer your efuts into a bound drawing book. At
home, you can spend the extra time perfecting the image
while it is still trsh in your mind. Using uhost car€, copy
the details of the field sketch. Once the drawing has been
completed, use a fixative to keep it from smearing.
Although we have stsessed the ease of'hegative" dnwing
for field work, feel fite to try out other media. After you have
fnished the final copy, don't discard the original field
drawings. They ar€ the truest record ofwhat you saw. K€ep
them fcr futwe refercoce.

Over the past 20 years ther€ have beetr 566s emrzing
leaps in asfronomical imaging. Once the province of lage
observatories, CCD's ae now becoming commonplace.
Small arnateru telescopes cm now match tle perfummce d
the world's largest instruments several decades ago. Even
astophotography is being bnshed aside by the "CCD
revolution". And while the electonic images generated
border on amazing, only drawing can truly capturc wbat is
seen tbrough the eyepiece. And fc many observers of the
deep-sky, it is the simple pleasures that ar the best.

Observing Schedule through February
please cherkfor tpdates on the Veb site of tlrough Phil

Srcco-Thanls!

Orientation: Open to the public and all new members
are encouraged to attend. The dates for the
Orientation Program will rotate monthly to allow
members to work on viewing programs, in particular
rhe Lunar Program.

January l?th at Villa Rica. Starts at 5 sharp.
Viewing will cornmenc€ at the end of tle program.
Rain or shine event for tle orientation. Please dress
for the weatler. Bring a stool or folding chair to b€
comfortable.

February 21st at Villa Rica- Stans at 5 sharp.
Viewing will cornmence at tle end of tle program.
Rain or shine event for the orientation. Please dress
for the weatier. Bring a stool or folding chair to be
comfortable.

Deep Sky Viewing Programs: All Members and
Guests are welcome. The general public is
encouraged to come to our orientation Programs as
the Deep Sky sessions are intended for our members
and guests to work on viswing projects.

Janurry 31st: Akins field. Starts at dusk
February 28th: Location to be announced.



Beginners' Star-Hop: lanuary, 1998
By An Russell

This month, our star-hop will concentsate on nebulae. Most contemporary @ateur asFoNrom€rs
have at least head of nebulae. Nebulae come in a variety of 'flavors": diffuse, reflection, emission, ddq
and planetry. Altlough I bave rccendy taker m int€rest in a goup of ohc'u€ plane6y nebulae ("Abe[
PlarEtaries) fhst identified by G€orge Abe[ on photographic plates r€sulting tom the Pal@ld Survey in
Oe 1950's; I still enjoy observing the otier f6ms of nebulae. In a s€nse, all nebulae a€ rclaEd, Stars ae
bom in nebulae, md in Oe process of dying, renlrn much of their ma$er back into int€rstellar space wb€r€
it is recirculal€d into nebulae again.

The winter offers perhaps the best ho\r'n of all nebulae in the Northem Hemisph€re, "The Great
Orion Nebula," NGe ln6. Unknowtr !o most amateurs, "Thc Great Orlon Nebuh" is ac-tually a
relatively $nall "buster" at the €dge of a much larg€r neufal cloud occrpying the soutlem part of the
constellation Oio. Int€restingly, 'The Great orlon Nebula" is visible because O ad B type stars
wirhin the nebula ar€ so hot dd en€rgetic that txey ionize the sunonding cloud. In this case' the
cmlbination of stella winds, ionization p@ssure and the locatim of tie ionizing stars (col€ctively tEf€trEd
to as 'The TEpezlum") near the edge of the par€nt clol4 all combine to provide a unique view into this
birth plac€ of stars, Likewis€, not far away is the "Ros€ttc Nebulr'" NGC 22117, located to tie east in
tle constellation !lo[ec@A. Here, we again see a host of hot and energetic O and B st5s ionizing a pdEtrt
nebula. In the case of the "Rosett Nabuh", we see a spherc of ionization (called Strdmgren spher€s after
the astrophysicist Br€nt Sffimg€[t who explained the phenmena) €ating into ttre sunomding int€rstelle
cloud with illuminating O and B sttrs in the cent€r-

Star-Eop lll; M42' NGC 1976' "The Grert Orlon Nebulr." M42 is lmfed v€ry
prominently in the middle of the costellation qig& "The Huntcr", dd well pled fc observatim at
..his tiarc cf i'ear. lt !s located alluost d-ug south and about half way betweeB tie barlzon and Ote zenith 0€
higbest point overbead. This constellation is very ltrge md well defu by bright stars, so @ce ori€nte4
you should be able !o easily fmd it. Once you have found Orion. you may well be able lo see the "Sword
of Orlon" hanging from the'Orlon's Belt', the tbre€ stars forming the mid-section of the constellation
of Orion. If not, note tbe very bright white str in at the southwest corner of the cmsEllation, the star dera
( fl Orionis, Rigel. From Rigel, extend an imqginary line northeast for about 6 degrees, or a litde morc thqn
Oe distance spanted by 3 fmg€rs held at arm's length against the niSht sky. Hete you should see btee
prominent sta$ in a row pointing to the soutl. The middb sht is M42, the "Great Orion Nebula."
Altlough yisible in binocules, M42 is defmitely a telescopic obje{r. Use tle biggest telescope you can to
observe this nebula and you will find the views d€ simply snmning! With a lrge telescope at modemt€
magnifrcations you rnay note ditre[ttrt colcs within tie nebula as well as b(anci€s of nebulosity whici
exrend well beyond tle limits of tb€ ey€,piece. Due north of M42 is the much $nall€r patch of nebulosity,
M43. M43 is often ovqlooked ad or misidentili€d as new observers begin to s€frrh for the Messiq
objeds. CentE your eyepbce on tbe bright€st sqn within M42, the multiple star system called lhe
"Trapezlum,' ID so doing )ou will also bave M43 in the same field of view, but immediately !o the
north.

St$.IIop #2; NGC 2231, "The Rosette Nebula." Start with tle top star in the "Sword
of Orion" (reoembering that M42 is tbe middle star) whic[ is superimposed on th€ open cluster NGC
1981 (and worth a look fotr its own sake!). Continue the imaginary line you sffi€d at Ri8e, in Star-Hop
#1. Extend tle line again to the northeast fo( anoth€r 16 deg€es, or a little nore than the distmce sparnEd
by your index and little fingers spread wide at amr's length against tbe night sky. Just befd€ ttrat distaDce,
your line will pass a little south of the star 8 Monocelotis wbich is only about I 1/2 degr€es, a licle mffe
thm tbe distance spann€d by your fingc beld against the night sky ar arm's length, to ttre east-norlbeast.
Although you can observe the "Great Orion Nebule' even rnder the light of a full Moon, you shotld
resefve observing the "Rosette Ne.bula'for the ddtest possible ni8[ts. Even then you will have to take
your time to find this nebula Once foun4 its details nay be elusive, but rcweding never the less.



Associal€d with tie "Rosette Nebula" is the open clust€r NGC 2U4. In alffge telescope at low power, I
obs€f,ved thal the nebula seemed to fomr a crescent aound NCtC 2244 which itself s€emed io consist of a
double rcw of siars.

As ever, tate your time wben you obs€f,ve. In frt the more ti.me on tbe eyepiece, the bettq. This
applies to the observation of any of the various deep sky objecb. Be sure to try it with this month's
obj€cis. Both the "Gr€at Orion Nebula' and the "Ro6e[e Nebula" offer wonderful details f6 your discovery.
Good Hunting! - An Russell
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We're here to help! Here's how to reach us:
Adds€e lor New Membetd|ip3, Renemh Mqazir gJb3qiptom, and Book Od€tr:

A[rntt Artonony Club
35S Cr|bn Ro!4, $|ib llS
Hr r.. GA 3|IEB

Albnt A.tonomy Club Inio.mrdon Lin!! 71o.621-ffi1

Inbma lbnc P!gr: htts://stspb.gii.gabdt,€dr8tDtdadasto.htnl
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FROM:
Tushar Thrivikraman
3629 Winbrooke Lane
Tucker, Georgia 3fi)E4
kthrivi@ emory.edu

The Atlant Arttonomy Club LDc., tbo S.dh! hrgolt.!d ol&!t
astroDomic.I society, nElr a t:q) p.m. on tb. third hid.y of c.ch
Ercoth at Emory UDiyerrity'! Whilo Hdl c occrrioodly rt odrcl
locrrio$ (chect thc hoa lino f6 dot!il!). Mombo.lhip ir opor to
all. Aldusl dros arc f,25 (ll0 fo stu&nlr). Dscouted
$bscdpriou to AsEonomy, and Sky & Telarcopc magaziran erc
availablc. Send due! to: Thc Allub A.rtroomy Ch\ Inc, 3595
Cetor R.o.4 Sdt A93{8, M.dctlq Cr 3(x)d6,

Hot Line: Timely iDfo.matio! oo the dght lky .!d .stooorny iD
the Ada a arca is available on a twerty-four hour basir o! tic
Atla a Astsommy Club hot lift: 70521-2561.
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